In this paper, we will present an efficient approach for distributed inference. We use belief propagation's message-passing algorithm on top of a DHT storing a Bayesian network. Nodes in the DHT run a variant of the spring relaxation algorithm to redistribute the Bayesian network among them. Thereafter correlated data is stored close to each other reducing the message cost for inference. We simulated our approach in Matlab and show the message reduction and the achieved load balance for random, tree-shaped, and scale-free Bayesian networks of different sizes.
Introduction
Peer-to-peer systems currently share local information by pairwise interactions in a cooperative way. The most popular application to date is file-sharing such as Gnutella and BitTorrent providing search functionality respectively efficient content distribution. Shared data is usually file-based and files are not correlated with each other, i.e., it is sufficient to find a desired file and to be able to download it. More sophisticated applications rely on correlated data probably spread out among several nodes and downloading each part for local processing can be too expensive. Another solution is to perform distributed inference directly in the network so that data remains at providing nodes and only small messages to process the inference are exchanged.
Distributed inference is already applied for various applications in other networks such as sensor networks [14] where network limitations are probably more obvious. We envision applications on top of a peer-to-peer system relying on knowledge provided by nodes and used to solve inference problems. A practical example is a distributed knowledge base for software bugs observed by users. Currently, bug reports are submitted on user acceptance to a central knowledge base for further processing. We assume that most of the bug reports are not submitted because users are afraid to reveal their identity. In our distributed scenario, the reports are inserted into a peer-to-peer system concealing the users identity. Distributed inference is then used to suggest solutions for occurred errors as known from central knowledge bases.
Belief propagation [15] enables distributed inference by a simple messagepassing algorithm between nodes in a Bayesian network modeling correlations between variables. A node can represent any kind of variable, be it an observed measurement, a parameter, a latent variable, or a hypothesis. Belief propagation was first successfully applied in the domain of error correcting codes (Turbo Codes [3] ), speech recognition, image processing and medical diagnosis. Recently, it was used in peer-to-peer systems in the context of content distribution [5] and in sensor networks [10] . The simplicity of the message-passing algorithm holds the risk of being not scalable towards large-scale networks because many small messages have to be sent between nodes. Approaches to reduce communication costs such as Generalized Belief Propagation [19] cluster nodes and build a hierarchy based on common variables of clusters. The message reduction comes with the drawback that the size of sent messages increases exponentially (number of states nodes in the cluster ) because the exchanged messages now contain the joint probabilities of all nodes and states in the cluster. What remains unsolved is how nodes are clustered in a distributed way requiring no global knowledge and coordination so that the communication costs are minimized.
In this paper, we will present a decentralized algorithm to cluster variables at nodes to reduce the number of physical messages sent over the network by not increasing message sizes. The overall number of messages to run Pearl's belief propagation algorithm remains the same but most of them are sent nodeinternally which does not induce any bandwidth nor latency costs. Our clustering algorithm is based on the spring relaxation technique used for example in peer-to-peer systems for virtual coordinate systems [8] and for path optimization in stream-based overlays [16] to find minimal energy configurations. In our case, we try to find the minimal configuration for variables stored on nodes organized in an P-Grid [1] overlay network. P-Grid provides us a distributed index of the Bayesian network and efficient lookup mechanisms.
In the following, we will first explain briefly the background and the basis of our approach, belief propagation in Section 2 and P-Grid in Section 3. Afterwards, we will present peer-to-peer blief propagation in Section 4 before we evaluate our approach in Section 5. The paper discusses related work in Section 6 and future work in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.
Pearl's belief propagation [15] , also known as the sum-product algorithm, is an iterative algorithm for computing marginal probabilities, "beliefs" about possible diagnoses, of nodes on a probabilistic graphical model such as Bayesian networks. A Bayesian network is an directed acyclic graph of nodes representing variables and edges representing dependence relations among the variables. If there is an edge from node A to node B, then node B's state depends on node A's state. This is specified by a conditional probability distribution for node B, conditioned on the state of node A. A Bayesian network is a representation of the joint distribution over all the variables represented by nodes in the graph. We assume that the joint probability distribution factors into a product of terms involving node pairs and single nodes. These factors are called edge potentials ψ ij (x i , x j ) and local potentials φ i (x i ). Evidence nodes are nodes with a known value. A node can represent any kind of variable, e.g., an observed measurement, a parameter, a latent variable, or a hypothesis. For example, consider the simple Bayesian network in Figure 1 consisting of 3 variables OS1, Driver1 and App1. The dependencies are as follows: if the hardware driver Driver1 is installed on the operating system OS1, the application App1 is likely to run smoothly with 90% probability. If the driver is missing, the application runs only to 40% and if OS1 is not installed, then the application does not run at all independent of the driver. If it is known that OS1 is installed, then its probability would be set to 1 and the probabilities for App1 to run would only depend on Driver1 thereafter. The belief propagation algorithm is provably efficient on trees and experiments demonstrate its applicability to arbitrary network topologies using loopy belief propagation for loopy networks [17] , which we will present in the following. The algorithm is currently used with success in numerous applications including low-density parity-check codes, turbo codes, free energy approximation, and computer vision.
The Message Passing Algorithm
The algorithm passes messages across the edges in the graphical model, i.e., in each iteration, a node sends a message to an adjacent node if it has received messages from all of its other adjacent nodes at the previous iteration. In the first iteration, nodes send an initial message, usually set to 1, to all adjacent nodes. In subsequent iterations, messages passed from node x i to node x j are updated using the following rule:
where φ i (x i ) are the local potentials of node x i and ψ ij (x i , x j ) are the edge potentials. The product of messages excludes the message received in the previous iteration from node j, the node we are passing the message to. The messages m ij (x j ) and the local potentials φ i (x i ) are vectors whose length corresponds to the number of states a node x i can be in. The edge potentials ψ ij (x i , x j ) are N x M matrices where N is the number of states node x j can be in and M is the number of states for node x i . Therefore, the message size of the belief propagation algorithm grows exponentially with the number of states of nodes.
Finally, the marginal probabilities of nodes, called the beliefs, can be computed by multiplying all received messages by the local potentials:
The beliefs are normalized by α to avoid numerical underflow. The algorithm converges if none of the beliefs in successive iterations changes by more than a small threshold. For singly connected graphs, it is proven [15] that beliefs at nodes converge to the marginal probability at that node, which is:
In networks with loops, evidence is counted multiple times. As all evidence is double counted in equal amounts, Pearl's belief propagation also provides good approximations of the marginal probabilities in loopy networks.
The P-Grid Overlay
The approach presented in this paper uses the P-Grid [1] distributed hash table (DHT). We assume that the reader is familiar with the general concepts of DHTs and will thus only address the specific and relevant properties of P-Grid.
In P-Grid peers refer to a common underlying binary trie structure to organize their routing tables. Data keys are computed using an order-preserving hash function to generate keys. Without constraining general applicability binary keys are used in P-Grid. Each peer constructs its routing table such that it holds peers with exponentially increasing distance in the key space from its own position. This technique basically builds a small-world graph [11] , which enables search in O(log N ) steps. Each peer p ∈ P is associated with a leaf of the binary trie, i.e., a key space partition, which corresponds to a binary string π(p) ∈ Π called the peer's path. For search, the peer stores for each prefix π(p, l) of π(p) of length l a set of references ρ(p, l) to peers q with property π(p, l) = π(q, l), where π is the binary string π with the last bit inverted. This means that at each level of the trie the peer has references to some other peers that do not pertain to the peer's subtrie at that level which enables the implementation of prefix routing.
Each peer stores a set of data items δ(p). For d ∈ δ(p) key(d) has π(p) as prefix but it is not excluded that temporarily also other data items are stored at a peer, that is, the set δ(p, π(p)) of data items whose key matches π(p) can be a proper subset of δ(p). Moreover, for fault-tolerance, query load-balancing, and hot-spot handling, multiple peers are associated with the same key-space partition (structural replication), and peers additionally also maintain multiple references σ(p) to peers with the same path (data replication). Figure 2 shows a simple example of a P-Grid tree consisting of 6 peers responsible for 4 partitions, e.g., peer F's path is 00 leading to two entries in its routing table: peer E with path 11 at the first level and peer B with path 01 at the second level. Further, peer F is responsible for all data with key prefix 00. A search initiated at peer F for key 100 would first be forwarded to peer E because it is the only entry in F's routing table at level 1*. As peer E is responsible for 11 and not for the key 100, peer E further forwards the query to peer D, which can finally answer the query. 
Peer-to-Peer Belief Propagation
So far, we presented two independent approaches, on the one hand a distributed inference algorithm based on a simple message-passing algorithm and on the other hand an overlay system to store and retrieve data. At first sight, those two systems have not much in common but we will show in this section that both can benefit from each other. Our focus lies thereby on P-Grids ability to improve the scalability of belief propagation as the application of belief propagation to improve P-Grid's load balancing is already shown in [4] .
Distributed Knowledge Base Scenario
To motivate our idea of providing a large-scale peer-to-peer inference system, we will describe in this section our distributed knowledge base scenario for software dependencies. Examples for centralized knowledge bases are the one from Microsoft [7] and Mozilla [13] providing comprehensive information about their products and support for encountered bugs. Both use a bug report and tracking system, for example BugZilla [12] from Mozilla, to collect bug reports from users with their permission. In our opinion and from our personal experience, we assume that most users do not permit submitting bug reports to a central authority such as Microsoft or Mozilla because they do not want to reveal their identity and system configuration. A distributed solution would allow users to conceal their identity because bug reports are inserted and stored at various nodes of the peer-to-peer system making it more difficult to track user identities. Therefore, we hope to be able to collect more reports from users with our decentralized solution leading to a more comprehensive knowledge base. A knowledge base stores data together with their dependencies usually for the purpose of having automated deductive reasoning applied to them. Belief networks are one way to define those dependencies and belief propagation is an appropriate probabilistic reasoning method. In our scenario, any kind of software such as operating systems, device drivers and applications are nodes in our Bayesian network and their dependencies and distributions are learned from bug reports. A simplified bug report could look like: . . . THEN ERROR = 'MySQL' END ¦ ¥ A bug report starts with the used operating system, in this case with Linux and the kernel version 2.4.12.18, followed by a list of installed packages on the system. The second part consists of the affected application (MySQL) causing the error. The bug report enables us already to learn that the given system configuration leads to problems for the MySQL application. Therefore, each bug report allows us already to create a small dependency graph, i.e., a Bayesian network, but we are still not able to identify responsible packages causing the problem. Therefore, we need a larger number of bug reports with probably varying system configurations to identify the strength of package dependencies, e.g., if a version of a package always occurs in a bug report for an application, it is very likely to cause the problem. A solution proposal for our example bug could be to install a different version of MyODBC as this version is listed in many bug reports for the MySQL application.
The Inference Architecture
Our idea of providing a generic distributed inference system is based on two fundamental design decisions: (i) no central coordination of the variables in the system and their dependencies; (ii) no global knowledge and only pairwise interactions between nodes. Both requirements are satisfied by the P-Grid overlay infrastructure and Bayesian networks and belief propagation. P-Grid is first used to maintain the Bayesian network by indexing all variables in the system and all dependencies between them. In our scenario, variables would be software components with their version number, and their dependencies would be derived from bug reports at their insertion. At this stage, nodes are able to derive small dependency graphs from the bug reports they store and all the variables they maintain locally. Those dependencies are already represented by Bayesian network and have now be connected with each other. Learning a Bayesian network structure and probabilities from distributed data is studied in various papers [18, 9, 6] . The bug reports itself are also stored in P-Grid together with solutions for bugs provided by users. Therefore, users have the possibility to help each other with solutions and if no solution exists, inference can help to restrict the cause of error.
So far, we have a system storing a Bayesian network derived from bug reports. Belief propagation requires multiple message-passing iterations between all nodes of the Bayesian network which are currently spread over physical PGrid nodes. On a global scale, this can lead to scalability problems for our system because messages would be sent around the globe multiple times. To tackle this problem, we uncouple variable values, the local potentials, from the P-Grid index and allow them to be stored at different physical P-Grid nodes to improve the efficiency of belief propagation. The current location of a variable's local potential is stored with the variable's index entry. The problem remains how those local potentials are stored close to each other, in the best case even on the same physical P-Grid node, without central coordination and knowledge. Our proposed solution is based on the spring relaxation technique and presented in more details in the following section.
The Relaxation Algorithm
In this section we describe the developed relaxation algorithm based on the spring relaxation technique. In our case, Bayesian variables are connected by springs and the Bayesian network forms a spring network which has to be relaxed, i.e., the network has to be in a state requiring least possible energy. The energy a spring requires is directly proportional to the distance between the two P-Grid nodes the Bayesian variables are stored at. The spring between two variables remaining at the same node requires no energy. Therefore, the optimal solution of the spring relaxation algorithm would be to place all variables at one node. This is of course not desirable because peer-to-peer systems are based on the idea of load sharing which is in contradiction with the optimal solution mentioned before. Thus, the spring relaxation algorithm also has to consider load balancing of variables among participating nodes. P-Grid provides already heuristic statistics about the current load of each level of the trie represented by a peer's routing table. These statistics are required by P-Grid itself to provide load-balancing of stored index information and are used in the following for our approach too. The statistics are based on periodic interactions with random peers of the routing table to sample the current load distribution. The periodic sampling enables peers to estimate the current load of a routing table level and the global average load.
The developed algorithm used to relax the Bayesian network is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is executed by each node iteratively till no improvement is achieved anymore, i.e., if the tension a node observes for its variables increases between two steps, or a maximum number of iterations is reached. The algorithm obviously also terminates if no node has variables to move anymore, i.e., the load is balanced among all nodes. The following list provides an overview of the used variables in the algorithm:
• localVars: list of variables the local node maintains
• avgLoad: local estimate of the global average load
• currentLoad: the current load of the local node
• routingTable: the routing table of the local node
• routingTable.levels: the number of levels in the local routing table
• candidate(j).tension(i): the tension at level i for candidate variable j
• candidate(j).tension: all tensions at all levels for candidate variable j First, in line 1 to 4, each node checks if it has "free" variables it can move to other nodes or not. Currently, nodes are allowed to move variables as long as they have more than avgLoad/2 variables. P-Grid obtains an estimate for the current average load in the system but the accuracy of this estimate is not crucial for the algorithm. In line 5, nodes determine those local variables which have a tension to other nodes remaining at the same level of the local routing table leading to one tension at one level. Ideally, variables have a tension to only one node and not to different nodes at the same level. If the local node can move variables and it found such unidirectional variables, it moves them directly to the corresponding level or node (line 6 to 10). Nodes can refuse to maintain new variables if their load is already greater or equal to twice the average load. In such a case, the variable is moved to another node at the same level. Moving a variable always requires only one message between the two involved peers.
Algorithm 1
move variable to a peer from the level with the tension; 8: removeFirst(unidirV ars); 9: f reeV ars = f reeV ars − 1; 10: end while 11:
12: multidirV ars = variables having tensions to multiple levels; 13: while ((currentLoad > avgLoad) AND (length(multidirV ars) > 0)) do 14: for i = routingT able.levels to 1 do 15: if (level i is underpopulated) then 16: candidates = variables having a tension at level i; 17: for j = 1 to length(candidates) do 18: if (candidate(j).tension(i) >= max(candidate(j).tension)) then end for 29: end while A node can try to balance the load in the system if it maintains above average many variables. It therefore uses all non-unidirectional variables, i.e., variables which have tensions at multiple levels (line 12 and 13). Next, the node tries to balance each level of its routing table, starting with the highest level, i.e., its closest neighbors (line 14). Starting with the closest neighbors allows nodes to balance load first locally before they try to balance load on peers further away from them, i.e., on peers stored in lower levels. If a level is underpopulated (line 15), i.e., a level maintains below average many variables, then the node first selects candidate variables out of its local variables (line 16). Candidates are all variables which have a tension at the current level. Next, starting from line 17, the node checks if the tension at the current level for the candidate variable is the strongest tension the variable has considering all levels. This ensures that variables are moved to levels with their strongest tension. This process continues as long as candidates are available and the node has enough variables to move.
Evaluation
The algorithm presented in the previous section was implemented in Matlab and evaluated with diverse networks. We present results for random networks, binary trees and scale-free networks with up to 2048 variables in the Baysian network and 512 nodes in the P-Grid network. As the ratio between number of variables and number of P-Grid nodes is the most dominant factor for the achieved performance, we will present results for 2048 variables in a P-Grid network of 64, 128, 256 and 512 nodes. Considering our scenario we have in mind for our system, tree-based belief networks and scale-free networks are the most realistic network topologies. The network size and the number of variables is difficult to estimate but the evaluation shows that our approach scales well even though no proof can be given so far. All experiments were repeated 10 times and the figures show the average of those 10 repetitions with their standard deviation. Each time a new belief network was created and variables were assigned randomly to nodes.
Network Topologies
We briefly describe some properties of the network topologies we used for our evaluation. The networks were visualized with the Pajek tool [2] using the 2D Fruchterman Reingold layout for random networks and the Kamada-Kawai layout for the others. Additionally, we show the node degree distribution by sorting nodes according to their node degree and plotting their degree in log-log scale.
Random Networks
We constructed random networks by adding for each node degree/2 edges to other nodes with equal probability to reach the desired average node degree. Figure 3 shows a network of 1024 nodes with an average node degree of 4, nodes have between 2 and 10 edges. The degree distribution indicates that most of the nodes have a degree around the average.
Binary Trees
The second used topology is a binary tree with each node having exactly two children excluding leaf nodes. Each node has exactly one parent excluding the root of the tree. Therefore, the node degree varies between 1 and 3 with an average around 2. Figure 4 shows a binary tree with 1023 nodes. The degree distribution shows the leave nodes (half of the nodes) at the bottom with 1 edge, the root with 2 edges in the middle and the intermediate nodes with 3 edges at the top. 
Scale-Free Networks
The last used network topology is a scale-free network with the property that the number of links k originating from a given node exhibits a power law distribution P(k) ∼ k −gamma . The network is constructed by progressively adding nodes to an existing network and introducing links to existing nodes with preferential attachment so that the probability of linking to a given node i is proportional to the number of existing links k i that that node has, i.e.,
P(linking to node i)
Scale-free networks occur in many areas of science and engineering, e.g., including the topology of web pages (where the nodes are individual web pages and the links are hyper-links), and are therefore a good model for our scenario. Figure 5 presents a scale-free network on the left side with highly connected nodes in the center and loosely connected nodes at the periphery. The node degree varies between 1 and 62 with an average around 4. The node degree distribution follows a power-law distribution. 
Message reduction
The most interesting evaluation criterion is of course the message reduction achieved by redistributing the variables close to each other in the P-Grid network. Figures 7 -9 present the results obtained for the three network topologies. The plots show the achieved message reduction after each iteration of the spring relaxation algorithm by relating the number of required messages to run one iteration of the belief propagation algorithm. At the beginning, 100% of the messages are required, while after each iteration of the spring relaxation algorithm, less messages are required. The message reduction is given with the standard deviation of 10 repeated simulations for each setup. Each run required different numbers of iterations to terminate the relaxation algorithm, therefore the figures show up to 20 iterations, the maximum number of iterations. Most runs finished after around 10 iterations and only a few were reached the maximum number of executed iterations. Figure 6 shows the distribution of iterations for 100 runs of the relaxtation algorithm for 1024 variables in a scale-free network and 128 P-Grid nodes. The figure shows that the algorithm terminated a few times already after 4 iterations and only a few required up to 16 iterations. Almost 90 percent, i.e., 90 runs out of 100 performed, were finished after 10 iterations. shows that the algorithm does not perform well for any evaluated random network as expected. The random correlations of variables in these networks makes it difficult for the spring relaxation algorithm to cluster variables close to each other to reduce the message effort. The figures show that the message reduction increases with larger P-Grid networks but the achieved message reduction does not exceed 25% as achieved for 512 P-Grid nodes. As random networks are not considered as the most realistic model for our use case, this result is tolerable in our opinion. Random networks also require more iterations than other network topologies before the relaxation algorithm terminates, i.e., for 256 nodes, the algorithm even reached the maximum number of iterations (20). The average number of required iterations was between 10 and 15, slightly increasing with the number of P-Grid nodes.
For binary trees, see Figure 8 , the relaxation algorithm is already able to reduce the number of required messages to around 35% of the initially required number before running the relaxation algorithm. The obtained results seem to be independent of the number of nodes in the P-Grid network. Binarytree based networks also require less iterations of the relaxatio algorithm. The average was for all networks around 10 and none of the 40 runs reached the maximum number of iterations of 20.
Finally, we observe similar results for the scale-networks as shown in Fig ure 9. The relaxation algorithm is able to reduce the message cost by up to 75% for the smallest P-Grid network of 64 nodes still up to 55% for the largest P-Grid network of 512 nodes. The average number of required iterations is compared to the other two network topologies also smaller, around 10 and even less for larger networks. The standard deviation is small for all network topologies and network sizes which is an indicator that the algorithm scales well. In all experiments, the algorithm was iterated up 20 times but the main reduction is achieved already in the first 10 iterations. Again, this seems to be independent of the number of nodes and number of variables in the networks.
Load balancing
Apart from the reduction of required messages for the message-passing algorithm, it is important that the load of variables is balanced among the participating nodes. Figures 10 -12 present the corresponding results obtained again for random networks, binary trees and scale-free networks. All figures show the average variable load which remains constant over all iterations as the number of variables and nodes does not change. The standard deviation indicates the load balance in the system. Additionally, the maximum load of nodes is given by the dotted line.
Whereas the relaxation algorithm did not perform well for random networks to reduce the number of required messages, it was more successful to balance the load among the nodes, as shown in Figure 10 . The standard deviation is decreasing for all network sizes as well as the maximum number of variables per node (dotted line). For small networks, where the average variable load is higher compared to larger networks, the maximum load was even less than the maximum load of twice the average load nodes are willing to accept. This limit was more dominant for larger networks. Similar results were obtained for the binary tree-based networks (see Figure 11) . Figure 12 shows that scale-free networks cause a slight increase of unbalance and at least one node reaches the maximum tolerable variable load independent of the network size. This is due to the fact that 1 or 2 nodes usually have very high degrees and therefore "attract" a lot of other variables causing the high load at the P-Grid node maintaining such highly-connected variables.
Reduction effort
The accomplished message reduction for distributed inference achieved by the relaxation algorithms comes with the cost of moving around variables in the P-Grid network requiring one direct message between two peers for each movement. In the following, we will present the number of variables moved at each iteration for P-Grid networks of different size and 2048 variables in the Bayesian network. Figure 13 shows the number of variables moved per iteration of the spring relaxation algorithm for random networks. Most of the variables are moved in the first iterations and more variables have to be moved in larger P-Grid networks as nodes store less variables on average. The variance increase at the end can be explained by the fact that some out of the 10 runs already terminated and therefore did not move any variables at those iterations anymore. In the end, around 65% of the variables remained at the original node for the 64 node network and around 37% for the P-Grid network with 512 nodes. More variables are moved if they form a binary tree-based Bayesian network as seen in Figure 14) . More than twice as many variables are already moved at the first iteration compared to the random networks though the number of moved variables decreases faster. The size of the P-Grid network has less influence as the overall number of variables moved is more or less equal for all network sizes. This is also reflected by the fact that the difference of variables remaining at their originators is smaller, from around 30% for the smallest network to around 26% for the largest evaluated network.
Similar numbers are observed for random networks as shown in Figure 15 . The number of moved variables is similar to the tree-based networks as well as the fast decrease per iteration. In contradiction to the other two network topologies, only 22% of the variables remained at the orginating peer for the P-Grid network with 64 nodes and around 33% variables in largest network of 512 nodes. This result proves once more that the relaxation algorithm is able to cluster variables close each other better if the ratio between variables in the Bayesian network and number of P-Grid nodes is larger, i.e., on average more variables are mainted per P-Grid node. 
Discussion
The results obtained from the first evaluations look very promising. The relaxation algorithm is able to move correlated variables close to each other to reduce the message cost for distributed inference down to 30% of the original cost for some network topologies. Binary tree-based and scale-free network based Bayesian networks enable the largest message reductions by moving most of the variables away from their original nodes. Most of them are moved in the first iterations and the required communication effort will pay-off soon if the Bayesian network remains unchanged and a lot of inferences are performed. The performed evaluation also shows that the presented relaxation algorithm terminates already after a few iterations and only in few cases had to be stopped by the set maximum iteration limit of 20.
6 Related Work
Belief Propagation
Generalized Belief Propagation [19] reduces the number of messages by clustering correlated variables together and sending only one message between those clusters. This approach has three drawbacks: (i) the message sizes increase exponentially (number of states nodes in the cluster ) because the exchanged messages now contain the joint probabilities of all nodes and states in the cluster; (ii) the complexity of processing the messages and beliefs at nodes also increases considerable with increasing number of nodes in a cluster; (iii) it is not obvious for us how clusters are formed in a distributed way without central coordination and knowledge which is essential in peer-to-peer systems. Though Generalized Belief Propagation provides more accurate beliefs than Pearl's belief propagation, it is currently not applicable for large-scale networks.
Reference [14] presents an inference architecture for sensor networks based on message-passing on a junction tree. For this approach, a distributed algorithm is first used to form a spanning tree of nodes which is used later to construct the junction tree for inference. Junction trees group variables into cliques and their size determines the computation costs at nodes whereas the separator size between cliques determines the communication costs. The approach was evaluated with 54 sensor motes in a local experiment showing spanning tree optimizations and the communication costs of the junction tree. Inference on junction trees is exact and always results in the exact marginals at the cost of requiring building a tree with larger messages and higher computation costs. Belief propagation only provides approximate inference on lower overheads.
Spring Relaxation
Spring relaxation is used in various domains and we will only present two examples for peer-to-peer systems. Vivaldi [8] is a decentralized network coordinate system using a spring-mass model to position nodes in a virtual coordinate system according to their latencies. Nodes run the distributed spring relaxation algorithm as soon as a new latency measurement was performed to reduce the distance error between nodes. An application of Vivaldi is described in [16] to optimize the path in stream-based overlay networks. Services are placed on nodes close to each other in the virtual latency space.
Future Work
One way to probably further reduce the number of messages apart from the relaxation algorithm is to combine messages to one large message if local variables have a relation with variables at the same remote node. It is usually more efficient to send less large messages than more small messages in a peer-to-peer system.
Further, the algorithm currently runs absolutely synchronized at all nodes. As this is not realistic in peer-to-peer systems, the influence of an asynchronous execution has to be investigated. We plan to implement our algorithm in P-Grid to evaluate it on PlanetLab, a global-scale testbed with real network characteristics.
This implementation will also enable us to test the relaxation algorithm in a more dynamic setting, i.e., introducing new variables and relations to the Bayesian network requiring the spring relaxation to react accordingly to all changes. The goal will be to build a system enabling the dynamic management of Bayesian networks on top of P-Grid to perform efficient distributed inference. The relaxation algorithm is thereby responsible to keep related variables close to each other reducing the required messages for each performed inference.
Conclusions
We presented a relaxation algorithm making large-scale distributed inference possible in peer-to-peer systems. Our approach is based on belief propagation's simple message-passing algorithm to perform inference and the P-Grid overlay network to store and maintain the required Bayesian network. Nodes of the Bayesian network are redistributed among P-Grid nodes to cluster correlated nodes together to minimize the required message costs for inference. Our purely distributed approach does not require any central coordination nor global knowledge. Matlab evaluations show promising results with message reductions up to 70% for various network topologies and network sizes.
